Richer Spin Roulette
What sets TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s Richer Spin Roulette apart?
Richer Spin is an exciting and revolutionary new side bet that incorporates the world-renowned
TCSJOHNHUXLEY Roulette wheel delivering two outcomes in a single spin.

Features & Benefits
Delivers exciting two outcomes in a single spin
Multiple pay tables available
Quick to learn - traditional Roulette betting format
Offers odds of up to 300 for 1
Available for 0, 00 or 000 tables
No need for expensive electronics
A fun addition to Roulette that increases table drop whilst
retaining a strong house edge
Layout and wheel fit standard Roulette tables
No specialist dealer training required

Game Overview
Richer Spin Roulette is an exciting new side bet that adds a twist
to Roulette. Played alongside the traditional game, Richer Spin
Roulette features a unique Roulette wheel with an inner cylinder
that has gold and silver bonus bet icons. This counter-rotates to
the outer number ring allowing the two to spin on independently
rotating cylinders.

Bets are placed on a number racetrack adjacent to the traditional
Roulette grid and winning bets are determined by the number the
icons line up with once the wheel comes to a stop. With the one
Gold icon paying out 300 for 1 and the nine Silver icons, 100 to 1,
players love the chance of higher payouts to the traditional game.

PLAY
IT
00 to 36 ALL
0 to18
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Game Rules
To place a Richer Spin Roulette side bet, players must pick a
single number from Zero to 36 (or when available, additionally
00 or 000) on the Richer Spin racetrack adjacent to the
traditional roulette layout. There is no limit to the number of side
bets that can be placed.
The dealer spins the inner Richer Spin cylinder in the opposite
direction to the outer numbers cylinder and when the wheel
stops each icon is aligned with a number. The players wins
when the ball lands in a pocket that lines up to the icon and that
number matches the bet on the Richer Spin racetrack.

Pay Table
Outcome

Pays

Chosen number wins and lines up with
Gold 300 Icon

300 for 1

Chosen number wins and lines up with
Silver 100 Icon

100 to 1

Other

No Win

In the event that the ball comes to rest in alignment with one
of the Gold or Silver icons then the wagers placed on the
corresponding side bet Racetrack number will be paid at the
odds stated. The dealer pays out the Richer Spin side bets at the
same time as reconciling all the main Roulette bets.
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